
The Great Two-Way Machine. Yamaha DT-2 
250cc Enduro. The bike that started the 

"OH-Road Revolution"in '67. An even better machine 
for '72. With better handling. Better response. 

And new exclusive Torque Induction. 
You like a lot of things about street bikes. But your heart is really off the road. DT-2 Enduro gives you 
both. The stability you need on the road, with improved Enduro front forks and 5-way, double-spring 
rear shocks that let you hang tough through the tight turns. A contoured seat so wide, so comfortable, 
you'd swear it was meant for the street. 

And, in the dirt this 250 really shows its stuff. That same suspension can take all the punishment 
you have nerve enough to put it through, and more. Then there's Torque Induction. A Yamaha 
performance exclusive that keeps your engine running smooth, cool-delivers more pulling power at 
low and mid-range rpm. A rugged 5-speed gearbox to put that power where you need it, when you 
need it. Autolube oil injection for precise lubrication based on engine demand. Extra-large, extra· 
dependable dustproof/waterproof brakes for great stopping action. Plus all the other proven Yamaha 
performance and safety features. 

Put it all together and you've got the greatest dual-purpose machine for '72. If you don't believe 
it, read what the experts have to say: 

Cycle Guide: 
"Once on the machine we found 
that old familiar comfort we like 
about the Yamaha Enduros ... also 
the dampening rate and spring 
action feels improved over 
previous models ... The reed valve 
induction system on the new DT-2 
will be its biggest selling feature ... 
when warm the throttle response 
and smoothness of acceleration is 
as good as any equivalent size, 
or larger, four stroke." 

Modem Cycle : 
"This Yamaha is a habitual one 
kicker, it starts every time. It never 
loads up and the power is smooth 
and sure from idle to full throttle ... 
Yamaha has another great one with 
their DT-2, they've introduced the 
reed valve to motorcycles on a 
grand scale and left little to be im-
proved on this, their latest model." 

It's a better machine. 
With more handling, response and .. 
reliability for the money. See the 
new DT-2 250 Enduro at your 
nearest Yamaha dealer. Ride the 
two-way machine that has earned 
the right to be called "great". 
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